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Realizing effective and legitimate climate
adaptation strategies is a multi-level, multi-sector
and multi-actor challenge; a variety of actors
operating at different levels and from different
sectors have to develop strategies that build up to
joint actions which can be identified as a robust
and coherent adaptation strategy. This is a
complex challenge. It is about realizing policy goals
in a nested and compounded governance structure,
with dynamic and unpredictable interactions
between the actors involved (Buuren, van et al.
2012; Teisman et al. 2009). A crucial scientific as
well as practical question is how to achieve
governance processes in which the activities of
various actors contribute to and result into joint
adaptation strategies.

The governance puzzle
Multi-level and multi-sectoral
governance processes is about
the connectivity between the
ongoing streams of actions
performed at different levels and
domains. What is needed for
joint
climate
adaptation
strategies, is the ability to
synchronize these actions.

This poster presents insights from two projects of
the program Knowledge for Climate: multifunctional land use and multi-level governance.
These insights are based on the literature research
and results from our first case studies. Our aim is
to stimulate discussion about the connectivity
between actors, levels and sectors in complex
governance processes around climate adaptation.
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Actors with different priorities and
views
A practice, idea or policy goal means
different things for different actors.
While a certain idea or goal (e.g.
climate adaptation) may be highly
relevant for one actor, it might be
hardly interesting or even unwanted for
another.

Do you know the
other actors that
are relevant for
achieving your
ambition?

Experience the continuing
governance puzzle

yes

Do you really want to
develop and realise
an ambition which
crosses existing units.

yes
no

Do you know what
makes the other actors
involved
enthousiastic?

no

Cooperation as selfish act
Cooperation can be seen as a selfish act; mutual
dependent actors apply the strategy of cooperation
in order to reach the own goals. Effective and
legitimate adaptation strategies will only emerge
when actors are able to find joint interest that fit
into their self-interests. At the same time, power
relations influence the extend to which actors are
able to maintain their interests.
yes

Does each relevant actor
recognise their own
interest in the joint
actions?

yes
no

Are there arrangements
to facilitate these
interactions on a longer no
term?

yes
no

yes

Does each actor
have a leading role
in the collaborative
process?

yes
no
Do you find ways to
act upon and make
use of such
developments?

no
yes

Cooperation as chains of actions
Agreements on how to cooperate are temporary couplings of actions.
Developments of other actors change what is relevant to act upon. Actions in
governance processes are not performed independently, but are part of
‘chains of actions’. Governance processes are only successful when actors
position their actions in this chain of actions.

Do you keep informed
of the developments
of other actors, and
do you keep them
informed and
involved?
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Cooperation ≠ everything
together
Joint action is about
(temporarily) finding each
other, not about doing
everything together. Actors
constantly
create
and
recreate boundaries to
reduce the dependencies
and to keep the complexity
manageable. At the same
time,
too
narrow
boundaries can hinder
innovation and cooperation.

